STRAW IS MY MEDIUM

and

is an AVENUE OF CHANGE

so why am I here?
OPENING THE DOOR for COLLABORATION & CONNECTION WITH NATURAL BUILDING SYSTEMS
BUILDING WITH BALES, a quick lesson

it’s history…

it’s benefits…

• high insulation value
• quick, renewable resource
• natural material
• acoustic qualities
• fire resistance
• seismic
• aesthetics
• community involvement & DIY

where we use bamboo…
Natural Buildings in a Modern World…
…the questions we get.
NATURAL BUILDING IN THE 21ST CENTURY

- The conference will be a celebration of Natural Building worldwide and provides a rare face-to-face opportunity for networking.

- The conference provides the opportunity to take stock of progress and developments, and continue conversations among the broad sector of people committed to straw bale building and natural building in general.

- The International Straw Building Conference ISBC2016, follows on from previous conferences by providing a forum to discuss and showcase developments in Natural Building worldwide.
Ka kité áno
see you soon